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Academic Tasks
1. Do propaganda and critical thinking rest at "polar opposites,"
as Bernstein suggests? W h a t characteristics of propaganda does he
present to argue for his point of view? Do you agree?
2. What criteria can be used to distinguish between propaganda
and other forms of communication?
3. Although Bernstein does not give an explicit definition o f
"democracy", it is possible to see what he means by the word through
studying how he uses it. What is Bernstein's concept of "democracy"?
How is the United States "democratic" according to this definition? How
is the U.S. not "democratic" by this same definition?
4. Why does Bernstein think that critical thinking is essential for
a democracy? Why does he think that propaganda is incompatible with
democracy? Do you agree?
5. Is there, as Bernstein alleges, an "anti-critical attitude in our
schools? To what extent might critical thinking about propaganda in
the classroom undermine the legitimate authority of the teacher?
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Information and Gender
Sue Curry Jansen
Introduetion
Sue Curry Jensen writes about the "power-politics of
the information age, claiming that "the deep structure of
information is gendered." Cartesian dualism, upon which
modern science rests, she notes, distinguishes between manas-thinker and na ture-ineluding-women. "Detached, dispassionate, calculating, and abstract modes of cognition" characteristic of "masculine" ways of thinking have, historically,
been emphasized. Despite the current "revolution in thought
about thought," and the recognition that science is a social
enterprise, Jansen is concerned that the nature of academic
discourse is becoming transformed by information technologies. These technological advances, especially the computer,
hae begun to dominate and delimit our modes of thought to
classificatory information and impose the use of military/
accounting terms such as "command" and control."
Where is the life we have lost in living,
Where is the wisdom we have lost in
Knowledge,
Where is the knowledge we have lost in Information?
T. S. Eliot posed these questions fifty years ago. They resist easy
answers. The first question encourages us to reflect upon human purpose
and mortality: to ponder imponderables, to confront the fact that we are
all terminal cases.
The second question encourages us to reflect upon reflection. to examine the structure of knowledge. I t implies temporality,
challenges concepts of historical and cultural progress. I t encourages us
to ponder ponderables: history, philosophy, the "classics" of Western
civilization, the "wisdom" of the ancients. This question may lead some
of us to consider the possibilities of alternative theories of knowledge,
alternative ways of knowing. I t may even lead us to speculate on what
might have been: to consider the forms Western knowledge might have
assumed i f it had been secured by Platonic, Gnostic, or Paracelsian
epistemological models instead of Baconian empiricism or Cartesian
dualism. (c. f. Keller, 1985; Pagels, 1979).
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Pondering the ponderables posed by Eliotts second question can
even empower subversion o f Eliot's canonic assumptions. Reading
against Eliot's text a g a i n s t his assumption that "the dead poets" of the
Western world are the only ones who have ever gotten it right — the
second question could be reconceived as a warrant for exploring folk
wisdom, non-Western constructions of knowledge, feminist epistemologies, and other forms of knowledge that have not been captured or
colonized by the Western academy, commerce, or the bureaucratic state.
Eliot's third question provides a direct challenge to the assumptions of modernism. Here the traditional humanist challenges modernity' s
valorization of quantity: what Heidegger called the rnathematization of
the world. Eliot's question violates and subverts the rules of the modern
language games o f science, technology, capitalism, and bureaucracy
which either treat knowledge and information as synonymous, or treat
information as a sub-category of knowledge.
The framing of Eliot's third question marks a difference between
the two terms and invites the reader to reflect on that difference. It poses
the possibility of oppositional or antonymic rather than synonymous or
adjacent relations. I t seems to suggest that the modern language games
which conflate differences between these terms are con games: scams that
allow information to masquerade as knowledge.
Eliot's questions imply an historical transmutation of values in
which wisdom is diminished by knowledge, and knowledge is diminished by information. T h i s process, in turn, leaves life and the living
diminished. We have "lost" life, wisdom, and knowledge in the cosmological bargains that have secured our passage to the information age.
Eliot posed these questions long before social scientists discovered the information age. Computers and information theory were little
more than promising sparks in the imaginations of Alan Turing, John Von
Neumann and Claude Shannon when Eliot framed these questions. Yet,
Eliot's prescient probes capture the essential existential and epistemological dilemmas that face us today as we contemplate the implications of
the artificial intelligence movement, the design aesthetics of the information infrastructures that are currently hard-wiring the planet into a global
economy, feminist and post-structuralist deconstructions o f the
androcentric and Eurocentric assumptions of the theory of knowledge
that secures information theory, the control revolutions of the computer
age, and ultimately the "information" we are losing in "data" (Beniger,
1986; Bolter, 1984; Bordo, 1986; Dreyfus, 1979; Edwards, 1985; Haraway,
1985; Jansen, 1988; Krippendorl, 1984; Lyotard, 1984; Maruyama, 1980;
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Minsky, 1987; Moravec, 1988; Schiller, 1981; Simons, 1985; Weizenbaum,
1976; Wiener, 1964).
In this paper, I explore Eliot's third question, "Where is the
knowledge we have lost in information?" Or, more specifically, I explore
the evolution of the word, "information;' i n Western languages and
culture including its incorporation during the early modern period into
the discourses of the bureaucratic-state, the logics of instrumental rationality, and calculations of capitalism.
I propose an answer to Eliot's question that he never considered:
an answer he would have roundly rejected (if Virginia Woolf's assessment of him was correct). I suggest that the "knowledge we have lost in
Information" has been "feminized," stigmatized, and marginalized. I
explore this ambitious agenda by examining (a) the history and linguistic
constituents of the term, "information"; (b) the epistemological assumptions securing information theory and the design values of information
technologies; (c) some feminist deconstructions of the gender politics of
these epistemological assumptions; and (d) the social implications of
these gender politics.
Information: A Brief History of the Word and the Worlds it has
Informed
The history of "information" is informed by the position it has
occupied within the cultures and power structures which have provided
its auspices. The place of information and the social practices that have
defined, created, anddisseminated it, have changed dramatically through
the ages. I n a brief but very instructive history of usages of the term in
English, John Durham Peters (1988) identifies four major passages that
the word had undergone since its introduction into Englishfromthe Latin
in the fourteenth century.
Each of these passages expresses and reflects major historical
shifts in understandings of the origins of information and the kinds of
expertise needed to mediate and render information intelligible. I n its
earliest usage in the cosmology of late medieval scholastics, the omniscient and omnipotent mind o f God was conceived as "in-forming"
shaping and illuminating, all elements of the material world — all forms
— from within and thereby endowing them with meaning.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the British empiricists secularized the term by shifting the site of information from matter
to the human mind and senses so that it came to have less to do with
"forms" or "formations" than with substances and sensations.
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The influence of Cartesian dualism and the development of the
modern state fostered another shift in the loci of information by releasing
it from dependence on the sensory experience of any specific, identifiable,
human agent and replacing it with the disembodied phantoms of abstract
formalism which made modern science and bureaucracy possible.
in our own time, the site (and meaning) of information has
undergone another shift: the shift that troubled Eliot. AnWang describes
this shif t noting that, "The digitalization of information in all its forms will
probably be known as the most fascinating development of the twentieth
century." (Wang in Forester, 1987, p. 1).
With this development, machines, specifically computer technologies, appear to assume the privileged position previously occupied
by God, mind, and society. There is a transfer of power and information
from the invisible, but at least formally public, Panoptic control of the
State to the invisible, private control of an oligopolitic market system
(Elliott, 1983; Ewen, 1988; Jansen, 1988; Schiller, 1981, 1989). This transfer
is necessary because machines cannot finance, design, produce, program,
manage, operate, or service themselves. James Beniger (1986) refers to
this transformation in power-knowledge as "the control revolution."
Epistemological assumptions securing information theory and the
design values of information technologies
The "control revolution" shifts the loci of discipline from man to
machine. Man-made structures of control are systematized, formalized,
translated into machine language, and downloaded into programs. These
programs, in turn are used to organize, schedule, coordinate, and structure human activities and patterns of thought. As a result of this reifying
process, the model rather than its makers appear to be, and frequently are,
the disciplinary agent.
However, only a very limited a n d very selective — range of
human thought is ever captured by computermodels. MagorahMaruyama
(1980, p. 29) describes the form of thought amenable to computer modeling as "classificatory information." H e points out that this mode of
reasoning is only one of the forms of information routinely used by
humans (in the West) to organize and analyze data. Unlike their electronic counterparts, Maruyama reports, human "information processors" also regularly rely upon "relational," "relevance," and "contextual
information" in making sense and reaching decisions.
The following epistemological assumptions secure the rule structures of "classificatory information:"
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1. t h e universe consists of substances or objects which obey the
law of identity and mutual exclusiveness and can be classified into a hierarchy o f categories, subcategories, and
supercategories;
the information value of a "message" increases with the
categorical specification of the message; or a message's
information value is greater if it describes an event which
has a lower probability (for example, "it snowed in Florida
in summer" has a higher information value than "it snowed
in Quebec during the winter");
3. a piece of information has an objective meaning which is
universally understandable, wi thout reference to other pieces
of information;
4. discrepancies within messages or differences between messages must have been caused by error; therefore, the discrepant positions should be discarded as inaccurate
(Maruyama, 1980, p. 29).
Sharing logical positivism's dream of unified science, the architects of information theory, cybernetics, and artificial intelligence embrace methodological imperialism in their pursuit of the "one true story"'
— the master narrative — of human reason. Thus, for example, artificial
intelligence modelers claim all "interesting" forms of human intelligence
can be captured by computer programs (Minsky, 1987). Their conceptions of "interesting" manifestations of human reason are, however,
reductiortist, essentializing, and tautological. A s a result, "classificatory
information" is conceived as the most "interesting" form of information.
No I coincidentally, it is also the only form of information or human reason
that is readily amenable to computer simulation.
Psychological studies by a J. Harvey (1966) suggest that only
about one-third of white, middle-class Americans routinely think and act
according to the rules of "classificatory information." When the patterns
of thought typically invoked by members of some non-Western cultures
are assessed, the practice of treating the rules of "classificatory information" as the rules of human reason is exposed as not only inaccurate but
Eurocentric (Suchman, 1987). A s we shall see, when gender differences
in modes of reasoning are considered, this practice is also exposed as
androcentric (Gilligan, 1982; Harding, 1986; Jansen,1987)
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In sum, the "information" of the information age, what Maruyama
calls "classificatory information," is a distinctly modern, Western, market-oriented construct that is re-presented in current discourses of power
as the issue of an immutable, universal evolutionary logic.

of the diabolical powers of witches, (b) to place the powers and potions of
scientists beyond the Inquisitor's suspicions, and (c) to dispel the mysteries of "mother" earth so that her orifices could be exploited by mining
interests.

In spite of their claims to universalism, the designs of the information technologies produced by these discourses bear the scars of their
social genesis. Thus, for example, computer operating systems such as
MS-DOS, UNIX, and CPM are based upon the rules of the "command"
and "control" functions of military hierarchies and business accounting
systems (Bolter, 1984). T h e phantom objectivity of these operating
systems facilitates their occupation of the factory floor, college campus,
and artist's studio — once sites of resistance to the values, rules structures,
and organizational strategies of generals and accountants.

The new feminist epistemologies contend that the definitive texts
of modern science were constructed from a specific reference point: the
reference point of a particular group of literate, prosperous, European
males who were interested in saving their skins and enlarging their
purses. Feminist re-readings of the history of modern science and
technology carry the marks of their troubled history.

Ironically the philosophers who dreamed the dream of a "unified
science" — the members of the Vienna Circle — saw the folly of their
vision and eventually abandoned it. A n artifact of that vision, information theory, escaped from the philosophers' towers and assumed a life of
its own. T h e computer revolution has re-introduced this souvenir of
logical positivism into the academy. It, in turn, is currently transforming
the nature of the academic discourse.
The Gender Politics of Information Theory
During the past two decades we have undergone a
revolution in thought about thought. Like members of the Vienna Circle,
contemporary philosophers, historians, and social scientists have subjected their paradigms to rigorous self-criticism. A s a result of this selfanalyses we can no longer support the illusion that science is a form of
pure cognitive activity which takes place in a social vacuum. W e now
recognize that science is, and should be, a social enterprise secured in
human interests, values, communities, and communications.
The emergence o f feminist re-interpretation of the scientific
enterprise is, in my judgment, one of the more provocative developments
in this revolution. Feminist deconstructions of the founding texts of
Western science have established the historicity and intertextuality of
these works. They have also established their strategic positioning withirt
seventeenth and eighteenth century debates involving church, state,
commerce, witchcraft, and alchemy (Bordo, 1986; Harding, 1986; Keller,
1985; Merchant, 1980). Feminist reinterpretations of the texts that informed the gender politics of early science show that scientific reasoning
is secured by metaphors and myths drawn from the Inquisition. These
metaphors and myths were originally designed: (a) to exorcise male fears

According to the feminist epis temologists, both Baconian empiricism and Cartesian rationalism carry the inscriptions of their origins
(Bordo, 1986; Keller, 1985; Merchant, 1980). T h e new epistemologies
claim that these inscriptions, in turn, continue to influence the kinds of
problems that interest scientists and the kinds of methods they use to
study these problems (Bleier, 1986; Haraway, 1985, 1988, 1989; Harding,
1986; Harding and Hintikka, 1983; Keller, 1985; Keller and Grontowski,
1983).
Feminist deconstructions of the language and logic of scientific
discourse trace these inscriptions to what Sandra Harding (1986, p. 104)
characterizes as a primitive "totemic" of gender. Feminist epistemologists maintain that gender is the difference that has made the difference
in the generative categories, rules, and structures of Western languages.
Within these languages and logics, woman is conceived as the
"other." Male identity is established by marking its difference from the
object of man's gaze. Like Adam, Western male subjectivity names Eve
and all the creatures in his earthly kingdom. Within this code, only man
remains unmarked, unmediated. F o r this reason, male subjectivity
appears to be both neutral and neuter. His view, his perspective, becomes
the standard and measure of all things. Theorized in this way, gender is
not simply a means of describing body types or prescribing norms for
their representation. Rather, gender "inflects and entire universe of
objects and behaviors with masculine or feminine attributes, most of
which remain unstated" (Armstrong, 1988, p. 2). T h e s e inflections
encourage polarized thinking; they provide the scaffolding of the binary
linguistic structures that secure Western languages and logics.
Advocates of the new feminist epistemologies acknowledge that
they have had little impact on mainstream science (Bleier, 1986). H o w ever, within feminist scholarship i tself, the authority of the old androcentric
and Eurocentric models has been permanently displaced. The feminist
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critique has demonstrated that "the specific consciousness we call scientific, Western and Modern is the long sharpened tool of the masculine
mind that has discarded parts of its own substance, calling i t 'Eve,'
'female,' and 'inferior" (Hillman, 1972, p. 250).
The knowledge "lost" by valorization of the androcentric discourses of science overlaps, in part, with the humanistic "knowledge"
and "wisdom" eulogized by Eliot. The humanistic values of aristocratic
cultures as well as the knowledge emanating from wornen's circles and
material practices were marginalized and collectively "feminized" by the
advance of the instrumental logics of the twin revolutions of science and
capitalism (Kuhn and Wolpe, 1978; Rowbotham, 1974; Zaretsky, 1976).
As a result of the triumph of instrumentalism and the emerging
markets for "classificatory information," poetry, music, and art lost their
centrality in Western culture. Increasingly they were relegated to the
repertoires of the "decorative arts" considered suitable for cultivation by
well-born women and their less hearty sons.
Information as a Gendered Category
New information technologies are hardwiring the world into a
global economy; Tessa Morris-Suzuki (1986) describes this economy as
"information-capitalism." Information has become both a commodity
and an essential component of the substructure of the new system of
power-knowledge.
At prosaic levels, we readily acknowledge the gendering of
information, "Linda" and "Michael" are units of gendered information.
Some markets are also gendered: the magazines in the corner stores are
segregated along gender lines. Programming of electronic media and
product marketing are gendered to reach maximum audiences. Gender
is also the salient variable in the advertiser's portfolio.
Asserting that the deep structure of information is gendered is a
provocative move. Nevertheless, my analysis of the assumptions of
information theory indicate that it represents one of the purest articulations — an exemplary model — of what Susan Bordo (1986, p. 439)
characterizes as "the Cartesian masculinization of thought." According
to Bordo, Cartesian dualism encourages an approach to inquiry which
emphasizes (and exaggerates) separation and difference. I t establishes
clear boundaries between man and nature ("the other" that in the gendered
inflections of seventeenth-century French included females o f every
species). This approach also separates reason and emotion, and valorizes
detached, dispassionate, calculating, and abstract modes of cognition.
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The Cartesian method marks the coordinates upon which Shannon articulated his mathematical theory o f information and Turing
devised his theory of computational numbers and his "logic machine."
The work of Shannon and Weaver, in turn, provided essential foundations for development of the modern digital computer (Bolter, 1984;
Moravec, 1988). Realization of the Cartesian dream of a clean machine
reproduces at the level of abstract and formal methodological strictures
the primitive totemic of gender that generates the polar categories and
logics of the phonemic, syntactic, and semantic structures of Indo-European languages. Its articulation in information theory transfers the binary
logic of these linguistic structures to the switches of electrical circuits
which, in turn, function as gates in channeling the flows of bytes of
information in computer programs.
If this interpretation is correct, it has profound implications. The
infrastructures of global information-capitalism are currently being put
into place. M y argument suggests that these infrastructures may simply
be reproducing reified and highly stylized versions of Western patriarchal gender politics, and that they may be doing so at a level of abstraction
that is highly resistant to criticism.
What can be done? Obviously, Luddite attacks on computers are
not i n order. T h e y would only further disadvantage women in the
language games of the information age. Wo m e n need to strategically
position ourselves within these games so that we can effectively challenge
and change their rules. Time is short. We need to engage immediately in
dialogues which raise fundamental questions about the power-politics
that underwrite the information age. We need to challenge the advocates
of in formation theory and the architects of information systems to enlarge
their horizons: to remove their binary blinders. W e need to encourage
them to explain why the number "2" has occupied such a privileged
position in Western language structures, logics, mathematics, and gender
politics (Bolter, 1984). W e need to encourage them to explain why we
should organize our thought, technologies, and social structures according to the simplistic and inelegant principles of "base-two" mathematics.
We also need to find ways to actively resist importation, without debate,
of the "command" and "control" operations from non-d emocrati c sectors
of our organizational culture into designs that are reshaping all organized
aspects of life.
In short, we need to reclaim the life lost living in a culture which
increasingly disciplines us to respond to the truncated rule-structures of
machines instead of to the fulsome possibilities of human wisdom,
creativity, and knowledge.
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1. In what sense does Jansen suggest that "wisdom is diminished
by knowledge, and knowledge by information?"
2. Jansen's claim that science is, and should be, a "social enterprise
secured in human interests, values, community, and communcation" To
what extent do you agree with this claim? Disagree? On what grounds
do you agree or disagree?
3. What does Jansen mean by "classificatory information? H o w
does it differ from other kinds of information?
4. What grounds does Jansen present to support her claim that
computers are authoritarian, rigid structures of thought? Do you agree?
Disagree? On what grounds do you agree or disagree?
5. What grounds does Jansen present to support her claim that
"the deep structure of information is gendered?" Do you agree? Disagee?
On what grounds do you agree or disagree?
6. Jansen argues that Western technology, whether gendered or
not, reflect authoritatian modes of thought. What grounds does she offer
to support this claim? What examples does she present? Do you agree?
Disagee? On what grounds do you agree or disagree?
7. W h a t are the implications for education in a democracy of
Jansen's alternative perspective on the history of Westernphilosophyand
especially Western scientific thought and concepts, that is, that it is as
"gendered", i.e. reflecting an anti-female bias?

